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Pending Approval

1. Community Efforts to Minimize Supervision: Lessons from Delaware, Minnesota & New York State
2. Centering Community Justice & Safety: A Case Study of Multnomah County
3. Compare & Contrast: Evidence-based Supervision in Europe and the United States
4. Core Correctional Skills in Practice
5. Diversity, Gender & Parole Decision Making in Canada
6. Bureau of Justice Statistics Presents: National Pretrial Reporting Program Overview
7. Condition Setting in Supervision: Working Through Bad Habits
8. Rightsizing Public Safety Outcomes Through Reduced Conditions: An Implementation Science Study
9. Bureau of Justice Statistics Presents: Updates on Community Corrections Data Collection Efforts
10. National Guidelines for Post-Conviction Risk and Needs Assessments
11. In a Whole New Way: Can Other Agencies Adopt the NYC Probation Model?
12. Advancing Community Supervision Strategies – Technologies Here to Stay
15. Measuring Program Effectiveness
16. Leading with purpose: Discussing the impact of the NIC Community Supervision Leadership Learning Lab
17. NIC-UCJC Partnership to Improve the Women’s Risk Needs Assessment (WRNA)
18. Reimagine Your Role of Community Supervision Professional
19. When the Good Guys Go Bad: A Case Study on Corruption
20. Preparing for Change: Structural and Technology Trends Towards an Integrated Justice System
21. Title: A Snapshot of Community Drug Trends – Popular Street Drugs Used to Avoid Drug Testing Detection
22. Digital Innovation in Treating Substance Use Disorders in Community Corrections
23. Justice-Involved People: A Pillar to Reforming Supervision
24. Voices from the Field: Sharing Experiences and Challenges during and after the COVID-19 Pandemic
25. The Underexamined, Critical Role of Community-Based Services and Supports in Juvenile Justice Systems
26. Talking About Youth Probation, Diversion and Restorative Justice
27. Engaging the Clients in a Reentry Program
28. Advances in the Impaired Driving Assessment
29. The Changing Landscape of Impaired Driving
30. Reconnect Workshop (name TBA)
31. Reconnect Focus Group (name TBA)
32. Sharing information across departments to guide pretrial decisions
34. A Case Study: Enhancing the Organizational Culture for Community Corrections Staff
35. Connecting Justice-Involved Individuals with Employers in a Post-Covid Job Market
36. Anyone Can Excel (ACE)
37. Gang Awareness
38. Guidance for Adult Community Supervision Practices: Black Letter Standards to Strengthen Supervision Services
39. Impact vs. Impressions
40. Is A Diverse Workforce Enough?
41. Justice for Incarcerated Survivors
42. Law Enforcement Task Force Participation for Adult Probation
43. Probation and Parole Officers: overworked, misunderstood, and often frustrated: where do we look for answers?
44. Probation in Europe. Something Old, something New, why not something Purple?
45. The built environment and its effect on physical, mental, and behavioral health in carceral spaces.
46. Unpacking the Unseen and Making Probation More Equitable
47. Leading Through Grief: Building A Post Pandemic Workforce
48. Everything, Everywhere, All at Once: Making Evidence-Based Practice Trainings Engaging to Staff
49. Getting Jobs! Connecting the Reentry Population with Supportive Employers and Living Wage Jobs
50. A Combination of All the Right Things
51. Decision Points - An Open Entry, Flexible Dosage Cognitive Behavior Program
52. Applied Adult Learning - Oregon's Approach to Training
53. Assessing Legislative Reform of Community Supervision: Evaluating the Impact of Georgia SB 174 and SB 105 on Probation Outcomes and Officer Caseloads
54. Assist those affected by criminal justice system
55. Empathic History Taking: A specific understanding and analysis of our patients
56. Grant Writing 101: Nothing Is Impossible
57. How Electronic Monitoring Technology Can Create Collaboration Between Community Corrections and Law Enforcement
58. How Women in leadership working in Corrections (Probation, Parole and Law Enforcement) deal with the barriers faced every day and learn stress management techniques
59. Impacting Outcomes for Dual-System Youth
60. Innovations in Practice: What Problems Can JRI Solve?
61. Innovative Supervision Approaches
62. Justice Involved Women- tangible takeaways to make you and them more successful in supervision
63. Leading with Co-Elevation: Going from Good to Great in Team and Organizational Leadership
64. Los Angeles County Probation Department approach to the Mental Health and Homeless Epidemic
65. Navigating the Reentry Dual Pathway
66. Partnering with Technology – Enhancing Community Supervision, Client Success, and Work-Life Balance
67. Predicting Assaults - How Community Corrections Can Increase Public Safety Using Predictive Analytics
68. Racial Bias and Amelioration Strategies for Risk Assessment
69. Resilience within the Workplace: How to Build It
70. Restorative Action Planning(C): Teaching Staff & Offenders How to R.A.P.
71. Revalidating Dynamic Risk Assessments Built in Pre-COVID Periods
72. Supervision of Interstate Comact Sex Offenders
73. Superwoman is Exiting the Building: Exposing the Myth That Women Must Take Care of Everything
74. The importance of Officer Wellness while dealing with work related stressors and the importance of implementing the five C’s in Law Enforcement Departments
75. Using Incentives and Rewards in Community Supervision
76. On Your Way Out: A Collaborative Approach to Reentry
77. A Systematic Approach for Leaders to Transform Culture and Results
78. Adding Peer Support to a Pretrial Services Program
79. Aha Moments and Real Examples on Improving Pretrial Practices
80. BENEFITS OF MACRO MANAGEMENT
81. Break Free and EBP: Discover creative and fun ways to build and sustain an evidence-based culture!
82. Collaborating For Reentry Success
83. Community Supervision/Treatment Collaborative: A Collaborative Application of the RNR Model
84. Cooperative Solutions for Interstate Compact
85. CORE - Coordinated Optimal Rehabilitative Efforts: – LA’s new approach to Adult Supervision – More than Just Terms and Conditions
86. Creating, Supporting and Managing Positive Growth Opportunities for Justice Involved Youth through Relatable Technology
87. Criminal Thinking: Here Is Why They Do What They Do
88. Crispy is for Chicken: Recognizing, Preventing, and Navigating Burnout
89. Culturally Specific Reentry Program
90. Decision Points - An Open Entry, Flexible Dosage Cognitive Behavior Program
91. Deniers and Non--Identifiers: Providing Treatment to Sex Offenders who Deny their Role in their Offense from a Therapeutic Approach
92. Did You Say What They Heard? Informed Communication Styles for Effective Case Work
93. EBP Communication Strategies in a World of Information Overload
95. Fentanyl
96. Going Against the Grain: Essential Tools to Successful Supervision of High-Risk Sex Offenders
97. Got Rapport? The Power Behind Behavior Change
98. Handling Behavioral Health Safely
99. Homeless, not Hopeless - Providing a Path
100. HOW COMMUNICATION, TRAINING, WORK EVALUATIONS AND MORALE IMPROVE MANAGEMENT’S DECISIONS WITH PROBATION DEPARTMENT PROMOTIONAL POLICIES
101. I am a clinician, what are criminogenic needs and why do I care?
102. INVEST – Innovative Employment Solutions for the Justice Involved Population
103. It’s a Whole New Ball Game: Motivational Interviewing for Justice Involved Individuals/Intensive Practice Session
104. K9s in Probation: An Essential Tool
105. Leveraging Healthcare Dollars to Enhance Service Delivery
106. LGBT+ and Community Supervision: A Grassroots Story
107. Linking Case Planning and Professional Alliance for a More Positive Outcome
108. Marijuana Legalization Consequences for Community Corrections Agencies
110. Moving from Competencies to Mindsets: Building your bench with intention
111. Necessity is the Mother of Invention - How a global crisis helped a rural community supervision agency move from idea to implementation in the use of technology
112. Nonverbal Communication, Officer Safety, and the Emerging Adult Brain
113. Organizational Psychology and how it benefits Management Organizations
114. Parole and Progress: A Strength-based, Trauma-Informed Approach to Rebuilding Lives After Domestic Violence
115. Professional values and skills: the last frontier of "what works" in probation and parole
116. Recognizing and Understanding Juvenile Behavior
117. Recovery Buddy
118. Remote Reporting and Risk/Need/Responsivity: It's not just for low risk anymore
119. Repurposing Community Supervision Centers: How Using Data Drives Results
120. Restorative Approaches to Reintegration & Community Supervision
121. Revising the Standard Conditions of Probation to Increase the Potential for Success
122. Safely Reducing Supervision Revocations Through Evidence-Based Decision-Making
123. Seriously Mentally Ill Sex Offenders: Mental Health Court and Dynamic Supervision
124. Small but Mighty: Starting and Keeping a Pretrial Services Program Alive with Dwindling Finances and Staff
125. Sociopolitical Risks Faced by Probation with Task Forces Domestically and Internationally
126. Solving the Puzzle of Reentry
127. Staff Sexual Misconduct: Can Training Really Help?
128. Supporting Criminals: How Concerned Citizens Envisioned the Future and Those Carrying Out Their Legacy for the Last Half a Century
129. Taking Guns Away from Domestic Violence Offenders and Keeping Them Away
130. Taking the leap – leadership risks in an adaptive space
131. Targeting Violent Offenders for Supervision: The Ohio Parole Experience
132. Ten Things Risk/Needs Assessment is NOT
133. THE COLLABORATIVE ADVANTAGE: BUILDING COMMUNITIES TO STRENGTHEN SYSTEM IMPACTED PEOPLE INSIDE AND OUT
134. The Domestic & Sexual Violence Survivor Empathy Panels - An Update on our Progress 2019 to 2022
135. The Emergence of Quality Assurance and Continuous Quality Improvement (QA/CQI) in the Probation and Parole Field
136. The Fentanyl Crisis - How can Probation/Parole prevent more deaths?
137. The Leadership Challenge: Our Adult Supervision Professional Leader for 2030
138. The Los Angeles Model: Positive Behavioral Change Guided Through a Best Practice Approach
139. The Path to Women's Leadership Through the Journeys of Women Trailblazers
140. The Takeover: Millennials Vs Everybody
141. This Next Promotion Is Mine: Preparing & Positioning Yourself for the Next Level
142. Transforming Lives: Parole Officer Techniques for Effective Engagement
143. Translating Research into Practice: Identifying and Addressing Risk for both General and Violent Recidivism
144. Trials and Tribulations of a Gender Responsive Unit: What Does the Implementation Look Like?
145. Understanding the Power of ACT-based interventions in Aiding Clients to Successful Outcomes.
146. Views of Community Supervision Styles and Community Integration from Participants and Practitioners
147. Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, and Ambiguous: Leading through Adversity
148. What's Going On? How to Create a Feedback Loop for your Agency
149. You look good today! Addressing Client Sexual Harassment
150. Young, wild and justice involved: 18–24-year-olds what a long, strange trip its been.
151. Youth and the Juvenile Justice System: Some trends you should know
152. Do Not Call Me Sweetie: Female Officers Supervising a Male Sex Offender Caseload
153. Examining the Cause of Death in Formerly Incarcerated Medicaid Members
154. Guiding Successful Re-entry: Bringing them Home with MST-FIT
155. Investing in Your Happiness is Investing in Your Well-Being and Success
156. Law Enforcement: Our Role in a Multi-Cultural/Diverse Community
157. Maine Model of Corrections: Facility and Community
159. Becoming the CEO of your Health: Sugar, Addiction and You.
161. How Little Community Supervision Can We Have?
162. Welcome Home - Reentry the Tribal
163. Intentional alignment: Inspiring change in complex systems
164. Moving from stuck to unstuck: The Power of a Statewide Multi-Agency